Motion for Resolution after the terrorist attacks
THE CALRE
GIVEN THAT
In recent years, the number of terrorist attacks, especially attacks by the Daesh are
continuing and intensifying with frequency and fiercely in Europe and throughout the
world, starting from the massacre at the editorial offices of the satirical newspaper
Charlie Hebdo, and at the kosher supermarket in Paris and from the attack of the
Bardo Museum in Tunis until the recent events in Lahore, Pakistan, and those that
occurred in Turkey and Africa.
On 13 November 2015 Daesh organized simultaneous terrorist attacks that tragically
hit Europe and the city of Paris in the I, X and XI Arrondissement, close to the Stade
de France, causing 130 deaths and over 350 wounded.
On 22 March 2016 the whole world witnessed an act of war at the heart of Europe,
organized by simultaneous terrorist attacks, claimed by Daesh, which struck the city
of Brussels at the Zaventem Airport and at the Metro of Maalbeek, causing 35 deaths
and about 300 wounded.
EXPRESSES
Its condolences to all the victims of terrorism, especially to the victims of Brussels
and Paris, full support and solidarity with the people and the governments of France
and Belgium and support for the people and institutions in the world that have
suffered and still suffer daily terrorist attacks and bombings;
Its clear and utter condemnation of all forms of terrorism, religiously motivated or
not, of violent and extremist ideology, accomplished in every part of the world as a
systematic violation of human rights and international humanitarian law as well as
the highest expression of disregard for human life and of hostility toward civil

coexistence.
Its commitment to pursuing and ensuring, in its respective regional parliaments and
its territories, the values of freedom and democracy that are at the root of an Europe
which, now more than ever, needs to re-start from a real proposal for an European
social construction and integration.
STATES
As essential values for all citizens, the sanctity of human life, religious freedom,
freedom of art and culture, pluralism of ideas, the secular nature of the State in a
context where the real challenge is first of all cultural, educational and of social
integration.
That the fight against terrorism may not stop continuing strongly in supporting and
defending the space of freedom that Europe has always been since its foundation, in
which those fundamental principles which underpin the modern rule of law have
always been protected;
HOPES THAT
European institutions and the international community, will undertake unanimously
diplomatic actions of dialogue and of intervention to stop and combat terrorism,
avoiding more pain, massacres and deaths and will promote initiatives to ensure that
no type of economic, financial assets or forms of support are available to terrorist
groups.
The European institutions and the international community undertake, with
unanimous position, common and shared diplomatic actions to prevent and fight
terrorism while promoting the construction of bridges and demolition of the walls.

